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Taming coronavirus rampage: Unprecedented bailout package on the way

The government is set to roll out a massive rescue package for the low-income group, businesses and industries, all

of whom are bearing the brunt of the near-collapse economic activities brought on by the coronavirus pandemic.

The prime minister would outline what steps the government would be taking during her address to the nation

tomorrow, Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal told The Daily Star yesterday. The deputy commissioners would

oversee the task of selling rice at discounted prices through the open market sale (OMS) while the Army would

cooperate.  The affected businesses would be compensated; but the modalities are yet to be worked out, Kamal

said. Loans would carry no interest during this difficult time. Besides, the repayment period for the loans would be

extended. The government would pay the salaries and wages if factories are shut down because of the

coronavirus. "The finance ministry has already started working on these issues," Kamal said. The development

comes after the top-brass of the finance ministry met with Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina on Saturday.
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/unprecedented-bailout-package-the-way-1885042

Economy under threat from coronavirus pandemic: ICCB

The economy of Bangladesh is under threat because of the coronavirus outbreak while the country is in danger of

not responding promptly and robustly enough to the impending challenges, said the International Chamber of

Commerce of Bangladesh on Monday. ICCB president Mahbubur Rahman in a press release issued on the day

urged coordinated action from the government and businesses to agree on an overarching policy framework in the

face of growing uncertainty and volatility to overcome this impending danger. He said that it was of great concern

for Bangladesh as the coronavirus pandemic had broken out in more than 70 per cent of its total export

destinations, including the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada and the European Union countries.

Bangladesh’s export earnings fell by 4.8 per cent in the first eight months of the current fiscal year — to $26.24

billion from $27.56 billion in the same period of the previous fiscal year — and this downward trend might

exacerbate in the coming months in the face of wholesale cancellation of export orders, he said.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/103044/economy-under-threat-from-coronavirus-pandemic-iccb
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/bb-relaxes-rules-to-aid-industrial-import-1584986233

Autonomous bodies return Tk 55b to public exchequer

Autonomous and semi-autonomous bodies have started returning surplus funds to the public exchequer in line

with the government's order, officials say. After the passage of a law in parliament, the government published a

gazette on February 12 with immediate effect. Finance ministry officials said that until now an amount of Tk 55

billion was deposited to the exchequer from the extra funds held by such agencies. The ministry convenes a

meeting today (Tuesday) to review the present situation of returning money and is expected to instruct the

organisations to expedite the process. A senior official of the ministry told the FE the meeting will scrutinise how

much money the autonomous, semi-autonomous, and public non-financial corporations had in their funds until

December last. The organisations will be asked to deposit their surplus funds as soon as possible.
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Govt declares 10-day holiday from Mar 26

To prevent the spread of COVID-19, the government announced on Monday a 10-point instruction, including

general holiday for both public and private offices from March 26 to April 04. However, the holidays will not be

applicable for the government offices which deal with emergency services like fire-fighting, healthcare and law

enforcement, cabinet secretary Khandker Anwarul Islam told a joint press briefing held at the secretariat in the

city. Kitchen markets and medicine shops will remain open during this period, according to the instructions. The

cabinet secretary said March 26 is a public holiday, followed by two weekly holidays (March 27 and 28). From

March 29, the government declared general holiday for five days till April 02, followed by two more weekly

holidays (April 03 and April 04).

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/govt-declares-10-day-holiday-from-mar-26-1584984335

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/autonomous-bodies-return-tk-55b-to-public-

exchequer-1584985877

BB relaxes rules to aid industrial import

The central bank has relaxed its regulations, allowing the banks to extend usance period in import of industrial raw

materials by their clients up to maximum one year instead of the existing six months. "We've relaxed our

regulations to facilitate local industries that are now facing troubles due to supply chain disruption, caused by the

coronavirus outbreak," a senior official of the Bangladesh Bank (BB) told the FE while explaining the main objective

of the latest measure. In foreign trade, usance is the allowable period of time, permitted by customs, between date 

of the bill and its payment. "With a view to minimising COVID-19 pandemic-related disruptions to input imports by

industrial importers, it has been decided to allow the authorised dealers to extend the usance period up to a

maximum of 360 days instead of the current 180 days, depending on the actual needs of their clients concerned,"

the BB said in a notification on Monday.
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The Bangladesh Bank on Monday reduced the mandatory cash reserve ratio for the banks to 5 per cent from 5.5

per cent with a view to supply liquidity to the market during the coronavirus pandemic, said a BB circular issued on

the day. An official of the central bank said that the banks would get access to the liquidity that they kept with the

central bank as part of risk mitigation. As the requirement of cash would increase ahead of the ten-day closure of

the government entities, the relaxed provision would help banks tackling the emergency cash requirement, the

official said. The rate of repurchase agreements (REPO) was also lowered to 5.75 per cent from 6 per cent allowing

the banks to borrow more funds from the central bank to meet their cash requirement. The reverse REPO rate at

kept unchanged at 4.75 per cent. On Monday, the BB also instructed all the scheduled banks to extend financial

assistance to the local administration and to individuals affected by the coronavirus pandemic to combat the

outbreak in the country.

Small victory for BB as NY court dismisses appeal challenging case

A US court has rejected an appeal that challenged a Bangladesh Bank case against a Filipino bank and others over

$81 million reserve heist from its account with the New York Federal Reserve. The US District Court in the Southern

District of New York issued its opinion and order on the motions filed by several defendants in the BB case against

Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation of the Philippines, Solarie Resort & Casino, Midas Resort & Casino and

others. The court denied the defendants' motions to dismiss the action for a lack of subject matter jurisdiction and

under the forum non conveniens doctrine, according to a statement of the Bangladesh Bank yesterday. The forum

non conveniens is a discretionary power that allows courts to dismiss a case where another court, or forum, is

much better suited to hear the case. On February 1 last year, the BB filed the case with the Court for the Southern

District against RCBC and others for their involvement in a "massive and multi-year conspiracy" to steal its money.
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Bangladesh Bank cuts policy rates to inject more cash into market

https://www.newagebd.net/article/103041/bangladesh-bank-cuts-policy-rates-to-inject-more-cash-into-market

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/small-victory-bb-ny-court-dismisses-appeal-challenging-case-

1885012

Banks to stay open on limited scale during Mar 26-Apr 4 holidays

Banks will remain open during the Mar 26-Apr 4 general holidays announced to stem the coronavirus spread,

according to Bangladesh Bank. But their operations will be scaled back in this period to reduce the risk of further

outbreak, the central bank’s Executive Director Serajul Islam told bdnews24.com on Monday. The central bank will

issue a circular on the decision on Monday or Tuesday, he added. Earlier, Cabinet Secretary Khandker Anwarul

Islam announced the decision to keep all government and private offices and courts shut for 10 days from Mar 26

amid mounting fears of the coronavirus that has infected at least 33 people and killed three. The shutdown will not

affect emergency services while public transport will operate on a limited scale.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/national/banks-to-stay-open-on-limited-scale-during-mar-26-apr-4-holidays-

1584972427
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Walton to receive premium worth Tk 973.12 million

Walton Hi-Tech Industries will receive an aggregate amount of premium worth Tk 973.12 million from eligible and

general investors offloading above 2.75 million shares of ten taka each. The company is going to receive such

amount of premium offering only 0.91 per cent shares as eligible investors (EIs) quoted prices up to Tk 765 per

share. The company officials said the EIs quoted prices in the bidding taking into account the fundamental base of

the Walton Hi-Tech Industries. Under the book building method, the stock exchanges have already conducted price

bidding required to allot 50 per cent shares to the EIs before floating IPO (initial public offering). After the bidding,

the cut-off price has been fixed at Tk 315 each and the value of the shares allotted to EIs stood at above Tk 609.65

million, of which premium worth Tk above 595.86 million will come from over 1.37 million shares. 

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/walton-to-receive-premium-worth-tk-97312-million-

1584979370

Virus vexes nearly $2.0b apparel export orders

Amid the outbreak of COVID-19, the BGMEA has requested the German government to encourage buyers in

Germany to receive the apparel items already produced here and allow the suppliers to continue production until

July this year. Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA) president Dr Rubana Huq

made the request to Gerd Müller, German federal minister of economic cooperation and development. She also

wrote to more than 40 brands requesting them not to cancel work orders until July, considering the 4.0 million

workers and the two upcoming Eid religious festivals into account. She made the appeal during last couple of days

considering the possible consequences of work order cancellation amid coronavirus outbreak. The BGMEA chief

requested the German minister to encourage the German brands to take all their goods and allow shipments and

production to continue at least until July. "Without this support, we will have a disastrous impact on our labour

force and our businesses," Ms. Huq said.
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Global economy will suffer for 'years to come'

Angel Gurría, OECD secretary general, said the economic shock was already bigger than the financial crisis. He told

the BBC it was "wishful thinking" to believe that countries would bounce back quickly. The OECD has called on

governments to rip up spending rules to ensure speedy testing and treatment of the virus. Mr Gurría said a recent

warning that a serious outbreak could halve global growth to 1.5% already looked too optimistic. While the

number of job losses and company failures remains uncertain, Mr Gurría said countries would be dealing with the

economic fallout "for years to come". He said many of the world's biggest economies would fall into recession in

the coming months - defined as two consecutive quarters of economic decline.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/242206

Asian markets sink as pandemic deaths soar

Asian markets were hammered on Monday despite massive economic stimulus efforts worldwide, with investors

spooked by the relentless march of the coronavirus pandemic. The negative mood was fuelled by the failure of US

lawmakers to agree on a trillion-dollar emergency package to help the reeling American economy. The global death 

toll from the virus has surged past 14,400, with nearly a billion people confined and non-essential businesses shut

in dozens of countries and growing fears about a recession. Wellington nosedived 7.6 per cent as New Zealand

announced a four-week lockdown to stop the spread of the coronavirus. The Hang Seng Index in Hong Kong was

down 4.4 percent, Sydney dropped 5.6 per cent, Shanghai shed 3.1 per cent and Taiwan was off by 3.7 percent.

Singapore tanked 7.5 per cent, Jakarta lost 3.8 per cent, and Seoul was down 5.5 per cent. Tokyo was the

exception, closing two percent higher as a cheaper yen against the dollar boosted Japanese markets.
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Unilever to buy 82% stake of GlaxoSmithKline BD

Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V (Unilever) will buy  9,875,144 shares or 82% stakes in GlaxoSmithKline's health

food and drinks business in Bangladesh for Tk 1,640 crore. General and institutional investors own the rest 18%

shares in the GSK Bangladesh, a listed company, according to a disclosure posted yesterday on the Dhaka Stock

Exchange (DSE) website. As per the disclosure, "Sale of entire shareholding of SETFIRST Limited (Setfirst)", a

shareholder of the Company holding 9,875,144 shares, has further informed that the sale shares held by Setfirst in

the Company will be acquired by "Unilever Overseas Holdings B.V" instead of "Unilever N.V". Each share of the GSK

Bangladesh, which was listed on the DSE in 1976, closed at Tk 2046.30 each on Monday.

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2020/03/23/unilever-to-buy-82-stake-of-glaxosmithkline-bd

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/asian-markets-sink-pandemic-deaths-soar-1885000
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Currency Buying Selling

USD 85.0 85.0

EUR 93.7 93.7

GBP 108.8 108.9

AUD 55.3 55.3

JPY 0.79 0.79

CAD 63.4 63.4

SEK 8.83 8.87

SGD 60.9 61.0

CNH 12.2 12.2

INR 1.18 1.18

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

22-Mar-20 5.5 4.25 5.15 1,468

19-Mar-20 5.5 4.25 5.15 1,436

18-Mar-20 5.5 4.80 5.21 1,214

16-Mar-20 5.5 5.00 5.16 1,662

15-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.19 1,157

12-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,593

11-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,194

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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